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History of Racism - General


**African-American History & Studies**


Asian-American History & Studies


Latinx History & Studies


"Harvest of Empire: The Untold Story of Latinos in America," [URL](http://player.vimeo.com/video/48145023)


Native-American History & Studies


White History & Studies


**Racism in Post-Civil Rights U.S.**

**Contemporary AntiRacist Analysis and Strategy**


King, Martin Luther, Jr., *Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos or Community?* Harper & Row, 1967.


**Racism and Criminal Justice**


**Racism and Education**


Race and Gender


Davis, Angela, _Women, Race, and Class_. Random House, 1981.

hooks, bell, _ Ain't I a Woman: Black Women and Feminism_. South End Press, 1981.


Ware, Vron, _Beyond the Pale: White Women, Racism and History_. 1992.

Racism and Health/Mental Health & Medicine


Hoferman, John, _Black and Blue: The Origins and Consequences of Medical Racism_. Univ. of California Press, 2012.


Menakem, Resmaa, _My Grandmother's Hands: Racialized Trauma and the Pathway to Mending our Hearts and Bodies_. Central Recovery Press, 2017.
PBS. "Unnatural Causes: Is Inequality Making Us Sick?" Los Angeles, California Newsreel, 2008. 4-hour, 7-parts.
Steele, Claude, Whistling Vivaldi: And Other Clues to How Stereotypes Affect Us. WW Norton & Co, 2011.

Racism and Media


Racism and Religion


Biography/Fiction

Coates, Ta-Nehisi, Between the World and Me. Spiegel & Grau, 2015.
Willis, Teresa Ann, Like a Tree Without Roots. www.atreewithoutroots.wix.com/latwr.

Books for Youth

Dunbar-Ortiz, Roxanne, An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States for Young People.

Jewell, Tiffany, *This Book Is Anti-Racist: 20 Lessons on How to Wake Up, Take Action, and Do the Work*. Illustrated by Aurélia Durand (upper elementary and up)

Manzano, Sonia, *The Revolution of Evelyn Serrano*. (New York City youth learns more about her heritage and the Young Lords).

Medina, Tony, *I Am Alfonso Jones*. Illustrated by Stacey Robinson, John Jennings (a graphic novel about a police shooting of a young Black youth)

Reynolds, Jason & Ibrahim X Kendi, *Stamped: Racism, Antiracism and You* [There is another version of this book coming out for younger children in May 2021]


Williams-Garcia, Rita, *One Crazy Summer* (three sisters from Brooklyn and their encounter with The Black Panthers in California)

Books for Educators, Parents, Caretakers


Watson, Dyan, Jesse Hagopian, Wayne Au, eds., *Teaching for Black Lives*

Contemporary Antiracist Analysis & Strategy


Haney-Lopez, Ian, *Dog Whistle Politics: How Coded Racial Appeals have Reinvented Racism and Wrecked
the Middle Class. Oxford University Press, 2013.

Hooks, bell, the will to change. Simon & Schuster, 2004.


Racism & Political Economy